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Some of us walk the planet and face of the earth as if we just 

landed without purpose. Others have such a purposeful walk that 

daily there is a spring in their step until the day they realize they are 

empty inside. Then there are those who walk with such humility 

you would think they are empty, until you look at their private lives. 

Heaven smiles daily at them. They are an admiration of the angels. 

Are you one of these? 
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A prelude into the Whale Belly Experience 

A certain young man whose name is recorded in the annals of fresh history as Jonah was busy minding his own business and living a 

relatively fulfilling life when he got a heavenly visitation. During this encounter, he was asked to drop what he was doing to go to a 

different city. In the city, he was supposed to tell the residents including the reigning king, that they were doing wrong and they 

needed to change their ways as a matter of priority. True to human nature, Jonah figured that this was for one an interruption on 

his life and two, there were people better suited to handle that task. He absolutely knew that the heavenly visitation was not by 

angels. He knew all too well that the God of Israel, He whose name is YAHWEH, He who would make fully matured adults fearful 

at the very thought that He was around – was the one who had asked him to go to the city with bad mannered inhabitants. 

Yet, despite knowing who was issuing instructions, Jonah decided to take off in the opposite direction. He got into a ship and in his 

brilliance, figured that God would get someone else. Lo and behold – soon after setting sail, the fine weather turned into a storm 

whose wrath could only be countered by having Jonah tossed into the raging sea. At the end of the near-death experience, Jonah 

went to the city and did what he was created to do and as a result, the city was saved from destruction. 

So one Saturday morning my daughter and I were watching a cartoon that reenacted Jonah volunteering to jump off the ship and 

there was a slow motion act of being swallowed by the whale. Amazingly, God didn't send a shark (did you know whales use their 

4-inch teeth to only kill their prey, not to crush & chew it!). As I was answering the numerous questions - including the difference 

between whales and sharks - I realized that while a cartoon can reenact that scene in 5 minutes, the entire episode was a lifetime of 

teaching which any man on a TRUE mission needs to learn. Over the next few pages, we will explore Jonah's journey in this mind-

boggling chapters of The Whale Belly experience. 

As with all those who have heard The Call, Jonah was quick to inform God that he was doing 

just fine and his life did not need any disrupting. God insisted, Jonah refused and eventually, 

through the most incorrect deductive reasoning, figured that he could run away from God. 

Am almost sure you are thinking like I did the first time I read and heard about Jonah, 

“Foolish man, God is Omnipresent & omniscient. How can you run away from Him?" 

A quick read through the 

Bible, the book of Jonah 

will give you the 

foundation of our sharing 
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Hmmm... Don't be so quick to judge... It's not like the first time God allowed you a sneak preview into your future, you jumped up 

and down screaming, “Eureka!!!!!!!!!!!! I’m free, I’m gonna be rich, I’m gonna be famous, I’m gonna do God proud!” 

Many are the times that we have tested the call, the way we test hot water in a bath tub, only for us to step back and tell God, 

“Hold it right there God. This thing is great, but are you sure it is me who you want driving it? Coz I think that’s a big one for me….” 

That conversation doesn’t end very well and the result is one of three things. God, for one is patient, and He will wait until you 

come to terms with it. He was giving you a glimpse for you to get ready for that. The second result might be what happened to 

Jonah. You may not exactly go into a whale belly for 3 days, but He will be in your face until your will is WILLINGLY aligned to 

His. The last and saddest result would be for you to reject God’s request completely. Life is downhill from there because it means 

you have displaced your faith and trust in the one who crafted you with a sense of purpose, beauty, wisdom and grace. 

Whatever the choice, I would urge us to read through to the end with the underlying conviction that you were crafted for a purpose 

bigger than yourself. 
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♣♣♣♣ 

Where it all StartsWhere it all StartsWhere it all StartsWhere it all Starts    

he word of God says that He knows the end from the beginning and the beginning from the end. I have always been 

amazed by this phrase – Lamb that was slain from the foundations of the world (Revelation 13:8). Christ, the Son of God, 

had already been set apart as the price that would be paid to redeem man in his fallen nature. The other verse that really 

gets to me is Jeremiah 1:5 - Before I formed you in the womb I knew [and] approved of you [as My chosen instrument], and before 

you were born I separated and set you apart, consecrating you; [and] I appointed you as a prophet to the nations. (Amplified Bible) 

Even though we may not know it, our existence on earth is not by fluke neither is it by man’s plan. We are on earth to fulfill a 

mission for God; and when our mission is well done, it outlives us. When we fail to start and accomplish our mission, we miss the 

call and God transfers it to someone else and recalls us. Even Christ asks, what good is salt if it doesn’t flavor the food (Matthew 

5:12-14) 

Our call is made known to us by revelation. If we seek the One who calls us to it and who is our Maker. A certain class I have been 

taking, challenged me to think the other day about what John says in Revelation about names being written (or not) in the Lambs 

book of Life. I combined this with Psalms 139:16 which talks about all the days of my life in God’s book. My thought line was this, 

God is the creator of all people on earth, and all of us have names on our national identity documents, passports, social security, pay 

slips, bank accounts, etc. Sometimes, these names are similar to more than a million people. Are these the names in the Books of 

heaven? Will God use the world’s systems to identify the names – or are there unique names for all of us. For example: 

♣ David: There are countless David’s in this world, but there is only one who is referred to as – The man after God’s own heart 

(Acts 13:22) 

♣ Abraham: Only one can alternately be known as The father of Faith (Hebrews 11) 

♣ Gideon: Only one has ever been called Mighty Warrior (Judges 6:12) 

T
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♣ Peter: A famous name but only for one can it be substituted with The Rock on which Christ will build the church (Matthew 

16:18) 

♣ Mary: Only one can be known by two other titles – The mother of Jesus and Blessed among women (Luke 1:28) 

As I looked at all these and more, I began to see a connection between the name and the call. A look at Luke 1:29 was like a light 

bulb as far as making the primary link between what heaven calls us at the time of calling and our response to it. According to the 

amplified bible, “But when she {Mary} saw him, she was greatly troubled and disturbed and confused at what he said and kept 

revolving in her mind what such a greeting might mean”. 

I believe each of us has a unique name, related to our call, a call that was predetermined out of time, a call that needs to be willingly 

sought, revealed to and heeded by us while remaining glued on God’s Word, a call that will be fulfilled in the dimension of time, a 

call that was threatened by the fallen nature of man, a call that was redeemed by Christ dying and resurrecting. A call that is so 

important, that God would risk everything He had – the trinity – Himself – to allow us the opportunity to fulfill it, this time with 

no separation; just like it was in the Garden of Eden, but this time even better because the Holy Spirit and the Son are with us 

constantly. 

For Jonah to run away, the understanding was too heavy to absorb and more so when the circumstances around him were not 

conducive. I ventured into the meaning of the name Jonah, to see if my theory of name and call were going to be substantiated. In 

Hebrew, the name Jonah refers to a dove. Interestingly, all through the Bible and history, one of the uses of the doves was 

messengerial. According to   Heather K. Adams1 when explaining the Dove Personality Traits, she says, “The dove is the symbol for 

peace. Therefore, a person with a dove personality is typically easy-going and friendly. A dove is a people-pleaser and a team-player. 

A dove is loyal and hard-working, but tends to avoid conflict and confrontation. A dove likes to play it safe and doesn't like taking 

risks. Often, a dove would rather go with the flow than to be assertive in his or her needs. Typically, a dove has a submissive 

personality. A dove is a tender heart and tends to think with emotions.” Herein I rest my case about name and call. 

                                                           
1
 http://voices.yahoo.com/personality-test-dove-eagle-peacock-owl-personality-1617887.html 
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We need to accept that we are not on earth to occupy space, utilize resources or win awards and enjoy ourselves. We have a 

responsibility to ensure we hold up our name on this side of the world. Many want to leave a lasting legacy – my question would be 

– “it may be a legacy, but a legacy according to whom – God or the world?” 

As a wind up to this chapter, imagine you were a book on bookshelf in a bookstore. Expensive price tag and reviewed as a book 

worth the price paid. God comes shopping, picks you up and after reading the summary on the back cover, He is convinced that He 

should buy you. Being an avid reader, will He love the content? Will He relate the content to the summary He initially read? Will 

the book title match the content? And finally, will He be proud to say, “That is a book that satisfied me” – enough for Him to put it 

in His precious collectibles’ section? 

- Selah - 
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♣♣♣♣ 

The Deceptive HeartThe Deceptive HeartThe Deceptive HeartThe Deceptive Heart    

n his decision to run away from God, Jonah decided to spend a lot of money to board a ship to head in the opposite direction 

of where he had been told to go. 

If you recall, when Jesus was buried in the tomb after crucifixion, He rose again. Just before being crucified, the Peter who had been 

declared as the rock upon whom the church would be founded (by Christ Himself), denied Jesus. The denial was supposedly the 

ticket to him buying his own life so that the crowd could not crucify him as well. The same Peter, after resurrection, told the other 

disciples (John 21) that he was going fishing. After the Lord’s intervention, they had a wonderful breakfast where the Lord restored 

Peter. For every one denial, Peter confessed his love for Christ and got an assignment in 3 fold – Feed my lambs – Tend my sheep – Feed my 

sheep. 

The ticket out of your assignment is always available and it presents itself in various ways. Consider the following examples in the 

Bible:- 

♣ Moses: he tried buying his way out of his assignment by telling God about his past and his stammering speech 

♣ Gideon: his ticket was supposedly his low social status 

♣ Joseph (the earthly father of Jesus): wanted to use the divorce ticket 

♣ Jeremiah: His age, his ability to speak in public and lack of authority 

♣ Orpah (Naomi’s second daughter in law): was actually handed her ticket and she took it. It had to do with relationships and 

being a wife and mother. 

At this point, I would like to pause and ask what our tickets are and how many we have purchased or received freely to transport 

us away from our assignment and into the whale belly of ordinary life. 

I
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hearing the call 

is an ability 

that every 

human being 

has 

♣ Is it our need to be accepted into society? 

♣ Is it our need to accumulate money and riches at any cost? 

♣ Is it our pursuit for the highest education qualification? 

♣ Is it our need to have people love us? 

None of these are bad to have. In fact they are tools that we can use to increase the effectiveness of our calling. The point at which 

they lose their meaning is where they cause us to turn away from what God has purposed us for. For example, an excellent 

computer programmer has been experiencing a tug on his heart to create Christian play station games that can be used with the 

consoles in the market. Yet because he feels that the Christian market is more difficult to penetrate because Christians are {perceived} 

“conservative” and there is “no excitement” {perceived} in religion or spiritual matters, he ignores that tug and continues working as a 

programmer in an IT company on projects where he reports to people who are not as creative as he is. As a result of dissatisfaction 

in terms of salary and motivation, he keeps seeking for other jobs and side hassles to explore his creativity all the more. Such an 

individual is experiencing his call; it is knocking at his door as a tug on his heart. 

Take a moment before turning to the next chapter and review. Have you pulled a Jonah stunt? Is there 

something that God has been calling you to and you have consciously or unconsciously secured a 

ticket in the opposite direction? 

Truth be told, hearing the call is an ability that every human being has. The ability to hearing and 

responding to that call is accentuated by having the Holy Spirit as a resident tutor in your heart. The 

ability to work out your call as God structured is only possible by walking every moment in the wisdom of God, revelation 

knowledge of Christ in us and recognizing the voice of the Holy Spirit. 

There are people who are walking in their area of calling applying the basic principles of God and making it in life; BUT, they have 

no clue that they are in their calling and they are only scratching its surface as far as the impact they are making on society is 

concerned. 
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For the deceptive ticket, you are either on your way to buy it or you have already bought it and are waiting for the boarding to 

commence. If this describes you, or if you are yet to discern the call, talk to your Father (God) and tell Him to destroy everything 

that would lead you to that ticket or boarding pass. If you already have the boarding pass and have even boarded the ship, ask the 

Holy Spirit to pour into you the revelation of Christ Jesus that you may destroy it and go back to the point of your calling. 

Our Selah moment is preceded by a look at a few faith icons that refused and even destroyed the deceptive ticket and went on to 

impact the world around them. 

Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach & Abednego 

These guys were to get the best food in their years of training, yet they traded the king’s banquet for raw vegetables and water. By 

the end of the three years of training, they were the best team the king had. Imagine you and your peers are selected to be the 

president’s advisors and for a period of six months you will be residing in the president’s home, fed and taken care of by the outside 

catering department of a six star hotel. You can imagine how the breakfast, lunch and dinner servings look like. You are spoilt for 

choice for international cuisine, Chinese, Japanese, European etc and the traditional foods. Then you choose to stick to salads and 

water, sweet potato vines, cassava, pumpkins and arrow roots for the entire training period. That is the price Daniel and the three 

paid, and look what they got for the obedience of not feeding on junk – they got to be the most trusted advisors King Darius had. 

Ruth 

The lady was ready to remain a widow forever. She had seen something valuable in Naomi. Naomi (her mother in law) had painted 

a very grim picture of where she was returning to but this young lady who was beautiful and had the potential of being married 

again chose to go with Naomi. Clearly, obedience to the tug at her heart paid off. She was married to the richest man, and beyond 

that, she became the grandmother of the man God described as a man after God’s own heart – David. She was in the lineage of 

Christ (Matthew 1) 

Joshua 

Was Moses’ assistant. He was the man who would accompany Moses as he went to meet with the Lord up the mountains. When 

Moses died, God spoke to Joshua giving him the assignment of conquering and leading the Israel nation to the Promised Land. In 

Joshua 1:1-9, as he was being given the assignment, the Lord’s words can almost tell you the silent contribution of Joshua in that 

conversation. Being a warrior trained in battle, Joshua already knew the power of confession and power of words so in his heart he 

must have been asking God many questions. “How? I mean, I know you have won battles for us in the wilderness, we are winners, 
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and we can do it. But how?” Hence God’s insistence on being strong, courageous, and observing the laws of God. Joshua was so 

obedient and believed God’s promise of success so much that later in Chapter 5 after they had crossed the Jordan river, the 

Commander of the Army of the Lord turned up, to give the final boost to Joshua; and even before Joshua knew who He was, Joshua 

was ready to fight Him. Remember what the Lord had told him as the assignment was being given, “… no man shall be able to stand 

before you…” So in Chapter 5, Joshua faces the test of faith. God had just told him that no one could stand before him, so who is this 

that has dared to stand and with a drawn sword? Doesn’t he realize I (Joshua) am a man with God’s backing? Then the revelation 

happened and the worship Joshua did was to the Lord. 

 When you are walking in your calling and you have believed it, God will cause you to meet with the greatest in that field. See the 

Lord’s words, “as Commander of the Army of the Lord I have now come”. God knew He could trust Joshua to carry the assignment 

to completion. 

There are many more examples we can draw from the Bible about the effect of not running from God’s call. The question remains – 

can God trust you to take on the assignment or will you choose to take the deceptive ticket?  

- Selah - 
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♣♣♣♣ 

Calling is quietly loudCalling is quietly loudCalling is quietly loudCalling is quietly loud    

hen Jonah boarded the ship, the Word records that he went below deck, laid down and fell into a deep sleep. The sleep 

was so intense that he did not hear or feel the violent storm that was evident on the sea. Revisit the movie of Titanic and 

you will see that an emergency on the high seas will generate untold decibels of noise, yet Jonah heard none of it and it 

took the captain of the ship a trip to the bunkers to wake him up. 

Two issues really jump out at this point. One - it is the easiest thing to find what is commonly referred to as your comfort zone and 

settle in it with no afterthought. Two - the exit from your comfort zone will never be as easy as the entry. You enter in one piece, 

you leave broken. 

Zoning off into comfort 

A zone is an area with defined boundaries. Boundaries are defined by people who want to keep things to themselves; they are not 

defined by the people against whom the things are being kept away. One of the reasons boundaries are important for people is that 

it prevents entry of what they do not want and exit of what they hold dear. Comfort zones are therefore defined areas in which 

people ‘feel at peace, complete and secure’, even if they are deluding themselves. In such defined areas, ‘nothing’ is scary or 

threatening or demanding; nothing tries to stretch them into anything more than they are. 

By going below deck, Jonah was not just hiding from God. He was trying to define the zone within which he was going to live his 

life. Quietness, no bothering people, no networking, no association, he just wanted to be an island, taking care of himself. He just 

wanted to live a life that would impact no one but himself. Many are like that today. We have greatness built within us but we are 

not willing to live life in such a way that it impacts others. Our calling thus tends to be muted. 

I have come to learn that before a volcano erupts, the heat within its belly, causes smoke to rise up and out on the top. The heat will 

be bubbling under, where no one can see. The same is true for calling within us. No matter how many boundaries and thick walls 

W
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we build to shield ourselves from pursuing the call on our lives, it continues to bubble under and one of two things will happen. 

Either we die from inside because even within the zone, the calling is still uncomfortable and wants to come out and it can no 

longer be contained therefore it kills the carrying vessel. The other thing that can happen is that the boundaries allow the elements 

to leak out and the zone loses its attractiveness. The perceived peace becomes war, the perceived security suddenly turns to be the 

biggest threat and as a zone owner, the only thing to do is to demolish the defining boundaries and you run into the unknown. 

Broken into your calling 

Look at what Jonah said when it was discovered that it was on his account that the entire ship was in trouble, “I am a Hebrew; and 

I fear the LORD, the God of heaven, who made the sea and the dry land.”Jonah 1:9 – and later in verse 12 he says, “Pick me up and 

throw me into the sea; then the sea will become calm for you. For I know that this great tempest is because of me.” 

Calling does that to us when it can no longer be hidden. At this point, Jonah must have realized the error he made in trying to run 

away. It dawned on him that the lives of all those onboard was dependant on him and he would rather die alone than try to run 

from God a second time and risk the lives of all those men. Imagine this, the ship is in turmoil, the storm has darkened the clouds, 

the rain is beating down heavily and the waves are raging tremendously. A man in the ship feels like he will die, a man who is to be 

thrown off the ship must be having his mind splintered and he has already surrendered everything he is to God who is in charge. 

In Matthew 5: 14-16 (KJV) Jesus puts it very clearly - 14 Ye are the light of the world. A city that is set on an hill cannot be hid. 15 

Neither do men light a candle, and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick; and it giveth light unto all that are in the house. 16 Let 

your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven.  

See what the men of the ship said before they threw Jonah into the sea, “… for You, O LORD, have done as it pleased YOU”. In that 

short prayer, they were glorifying God. When Jonah got to the point of embracing the call, he had laid a stage for God to work. You 

can’t hide your calling at all from the rest of the world. The rest of the men on the ship were changed to believers in the one true 

God and as soon as the sea calmed down, they offered a sacrifice to the LORD. 

God has not given you gifts, talents and abilities as well as access to His blessings for you impact yourself and your immediate 

family. It is for the good of the world around you. In house with no electricity, a candle is lit and put on top of a table for the sake of 
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the whole house, not just for the person who lit it. Exercise your calling/ gifting for the benefit of all. If you are a poet, expose your 

works to the world, if you are an instrumentalist, expose yourselves to places and situations that require your skills, if you write, 

there can be no shortage of pen and paper for the words you can put down. Teach, sing, build, paint, treat, landscape, massage, 

counsel – and anything else you have to. At the end of it all, everything you are called to has one climaxing point and it is not as 

temporary as making money. The tipping point for everyone who has a calling is that people will be drawn close to God and will 

glorify God. 

Being faithful to one’s calling for sure comes with an element of success and wealth, but pursuing a calling that does not result in 

primarily growing the kingdom of God, is empty and not worth having because it draws you and others away from God. Take a 

moment at this juncture and evaluate your daily activities. Are you certain you are living out your God given gifts? Are you certain 

that what defines you career wise or professionally is what God originally intended for you? If you are on the verge of choosing a 

career or spouse to marry, or an academic course, have you consulted the ultimate counselor to whom the purpose of your life has 

been revealed? Will that decision be in line with what you are supposed to achieve in life by the time you are returning to your 

Maker. 

I was in a class where the teacher gave a wonderful challenge as we began a new year; and the challenge was this: take a piece of 

paper and write down 3 – 5 things that you would like to work on in your life and those milestones you would like to achieve in the 

new year. Then take another piece of paper and ask the Holy Spirit to give you what GOD needs you to work on in your life and 

what you need to achieve. You see, the Holy Spirit is one with the Father and the Son. He is the third Person of the Holy Trinity and 

Jesus says of Him, “However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, He will guide you into all truth; for He will not speak on His 

own authority, but whatever He hears He will speak; and He will tell you things to come…” (John 16:13) 

If you take this challenge, which piece of paper will take precedence to direct your life? 

- Selah -  
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♣♣♣♣ 

The The The The RRRReeee----birthbirthbirthbirth    

ave you ever thought about the birthing experience from the new born’s point of view. Imagine a child in the womb about 

to be delivered. He is fully formed with limbs, sense organs etc. He realizes that the house has become small and he is 

feeling cramped; so he begins a prayer, “LORD my Father, Your Word says that before You formed me, You knew me. That 

means, you have already mapped out how my life should be lived both in this house that carries me and when I get out of 

here. It also means, that I already have a pre-existing relationship with You. Your Word also says that You sanctified me before I 

was born and you ordained me a great man to the nations. That said, I think I have had my time of growth in this confined space 

and it is time to release me to the next stage. It is warm and very palatial in here but for sure, I can’t grow any further and my spirit 

is quickened to fulfill my mission in the new field. I don’t know much about the rest of the world except what I hear my mother 

saying but I know You will be with me.” And so the conversation continues. 

Consider Jonah’s end of the conversation while he is in the belly. “Then Jonah prayed unto the Lord his God out of the fish's belly, 
2 And said, I cried by reason of mine affliction unto the Lord, and he heard me; out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest my voice. 
3 For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods compassed me about: all thy billows and thy waves 

passed over me. 4 Then I said, I am cast out of thy sight; yet I will look again toward thy holy temple.5 The waters compassed me about, even to 

the soul: the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head. 6 I went down to the bottoms of the mountains; the 

earth with her bars was about me forever: yet hast thou brought up my life from corruption, O Lord my God. 7 When my soul 

fainted within me I remembered the Lord: and my prayer came in unto thee, into thine holy temple. 8 They that observe lying vanities 

forsake their own mercy. 9 But I will sacrifice unto thee with the voice of thanksgiving; I will pay that that I have vowed. Salvation is of the Lord. 
10 And the Lord spake unto the fish, and it vomited out Jonah upon the dry land.” (Jonah 2:1-10, King James Version). 

Literally, Jonah left the world as he knew it and as we know it. He entered another dimension that would be hard work for us to 

understand but let us dissect the highlighted phrases and see how this call to the Author of life and purpose makes sense to us in 

the 21st century. 

H
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The belly of hell  

Even when you remove the much hyped fire and brimstone, simply put, the word hell connotes a place or situation that you would 

not wish on your worst enemy. Yet, that is where we take ourselves most of the time when we fail to heed our call early in life. A 

place of frustration; a place of robotic activity; a place where you do things for the sake of being active and not because you are 

getting any joy out of it; a place that allows you to grudge on with life; a place that causes you to wonder when close of business 

will come or why the night is so short. Hell is a place of dissatisfaction, devoid of purpose – a place that sucks the life out of you. 

Success as a sweeper when you were meant to be a president is as much a failure as success in being a Fortune 500 CEO when you 

should have been a stay at home mum for two children. There are always regrets and moments of wishing you could turn back the 

clock and do it differently. Have you ever woken up in the middle of the night and asked yourself, “What is this life I am living?” 

Somewhere deep down there is something that says you are not in your line of purpose and calling. 

It is important to get away from the belly of hell as fast as possible. The only way to do that is to first of all reconcile yourself to the 

fact that you are a creation of God Almighty. You also have to accept it in your heart, mind and soul that you are not in this world 

by fluke or by some cosmic accident. You were designed to come into this world when you did and that design included plans of 

what you were to accomplish. No one else in this world has the capacity and abilities you have to accomplish that which you were 

designed to accomplish. This reconciliation must cause a turnaround in your life that brings you to appoint where you talk to God 

as your Father asking Him to make you His child again. The reconciliation means accepting that Christ is the Son of God, He died 

for you to be reconciled to the Father and accepting for Him to be Lord of your life. This foundational process is the one that will 

propel your journey out of hell. The Chinese saying – a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step – is true. The belly of 

hell doesn’t need you as a resident with ownership or leasing rights. You are a candidate for better locations in life. 

Thou heardest my voice 

From the start, let me just assure you, it does not matter where you are – physically or spiritually. If you cry out to God, He will 

hear you. Whether in the darkest pit like Joseph or on the mountain like Elijah, or Jonah in the belly of a fish, swallowed alive. His 

ear is always open to you. If the words of a fellow human being are not too believable, look what David, the man after God’s own 
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heart says about calling onto the Lord in Psalms 17, “I have called upon You, for You will hear me, O God; Incline Your ear to me, 

and hear my speech.” Other texts include Psalms 6, 34, 40, 120 

The greatest assurance you have that God is going to hear you is this, “And Jesus lifted up His eyes and said, “Father, I thank You 

that You have heard Me. And I know that You always hear Me…” John 11:41-42. Can it get any more assuring than that? Then look at 

the prayer Christ taught us in Luke 11. God does hear us when we cry to Him and best thing is, we need no mediator, physically or 

spiritually and He doesn’t speak by proxy either. You have access to His Word day and night. It is important to call on God; just as 

a child cries out to his/ her parent, so we should cry to the Lord at all times. He loves hearing from us especially on matters that are 

close to His heart, like your life and what you were meant to accomplish on this side of the world He created. 

I will look again toward thy holy temple 

Before Christ, the temple was primarily a physical place where God was worshiped. After Christ changed our realities, we realized 

that all along our bodies are the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in us, whom we have from God, and we are not our own. We are 

also called to be holy just as our Father in heaven is Holy. 

In the temple, God is worshipped, sacrifices are given to God and God stores His word and even interacts with His people. In 

fulfilling your call, you have a responsibility to take care of the temple of the Holy Spirit (our bodies). We need to feed on the Word 

of God to grow the spiritual man, we need to feed healthy and not junk to ensure we have the physical ability to fulfill our call. 

Spiritual obesity means you do not exercise spiritually (share the Word of God) which is a great way of muscling up your faith and 

the experiences. We are called to look unto Jesus, the author and perfector of our faith; and He is not in a far away land, He is right 

here with us, in the heart. We host the Presence of the Lord within us, and if we do, how then can we ignore that call He has placed 

on our lives. 

The waters compassed me about, even to the soul 

Bills, school fees, credit card debt, loans and mortgages, inflation, investments, supporting extended family, job cuts, are all waters 

that flood our lives and threaten to drown us into the bottom of the ocean. Sometimes the currents are so strong that we even forget 

that we are God’s children and He has all the answers we need for our lives. He has the lifeboat and all we need is to ask Him to 
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save us from the waters that surround us. As I write this book, I know of someone who feels flooded and doesn’t even have time to 

read the Word of God or have a moment of devotion with God because they have to beat a 2 hour traffic to the office every morning, 

spend the day in an office they give themselves to but one that unashamedly is so 

unresponsive and unthankful, then beat the evening traffic to go home to a sweet child 

whose welcoming question is “why don’t you leave this job and spend more time with me?” 

Before turning out the light, there is a soft whisper from a loving spouse that says, you carry 

too much on your shoulders… and my friend dozes of asking how… till the next morning for 

another flood… 

The good Word says to guard our hearts, for from it (the heart), flows the issues of life. In another section of the same word is a 

comment that in our treasures are where our hearts are. So if you are flooded to the soul, aren’t all your treasures flooded and swept 

away? You treasure the Lord, but you allow the waters of the world to overshadow that presence - the presence that bears all the 

treasures. 

The weeds were wrapped about my head. 

As you sink, the weeds begin to wrap around your mind so you stop thinking and seeing clearly. Your hands are forced to stop 

working on the important and you start trying to disentangle yourself from the weeds. Your feet stop moving in the right direction 

and you stand to fight the weeds. 

This is what happens when you remove the focus from your calling. Everything else entangles you and you can neither move 

forward nor backward. Take a moment of refreshing rest and analyze if you are entangles in the world’s demands on you. Choose to 

step away from it all and into the light of God’s Word which offers peace, rest and joy. The demands will never cease and the 

further you move away from God, the more entangled you become and the further your call gets separated from you. 

They that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy 

Have you ever watched a child touch something hot despite loud warnings and they get burnt? A refusal to follow through on one’s 

call is like that. Someone literally says that he has chosen to pursue emptiness and they do not want to hold onto the good/ favour 

Why be king of the concrete 

jungle while the hearts of your 

spouse and children lie in ruins 
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that has been poured into their lives. Look at Jonah, the trip to his place of assignment was not going to be as dangerous as the trip 

he took to run away from God. The young man who asked for his inheritance chased after an empty life in the city forsaking the 

provisions of the father. 

At some point in this book, we have expressed that success as a fortune 500 company CEO might just be a failure because of the 

emptiness it may have. Why be king of the concrete jungle while the hearts of your spouse and children lie in ruins because you 

were never there to hug them or play ball or visit them at school, or lay in the sandy beaches watching the sun set. 

The best thing about calling is that in it are the hidden treasures of God. Treasures to be explored and revealed to the world thereby 

leaving a sweet aroma of God’s goodness in our lives. God’s blessings never add any sorrow and if you are walking in your area of 

calling, every challenge is an opportunity for showing God’s power and authority through you.  

I will sacrifice unto thee with the voice of thanksgiving 

Getting out of the whale belly, Jonah was not spat out. He was vomited out. Spitting is less violent compared to vomiting and 

spitting is more for things that are still being ingested. Vomiting is for things that have been ingested, digested and have settled in 

the stomach. As alluded to earlier in this chapter, getting out of the belly of hell is possible, but the journey comes with a price tag 

attached to it. That price tag is only affordable through four things – Love, Joy, Hope and Thanksgiving.  

♣ Love will help you see people and circumstances the way God sees them 

♣ Joy is the genuine feeling in your spirit that gives you the strength to smile when you want to cry, laugh when you want to 

scream. 

♣ Hope is what keeps you focused on God’s promises. With hope, you always remember in the storm, what He told you on the 

dry land 

♣ Thanksgiving. A verbal, spiritual, physical and mental expression that can move mountains. If there was ever a teacher on 

thanksgiving, it was King David of Israel. Described as a man after God’s own heart, David knew the law, including the one in 

Leviticus 22:29 that says, when you offer a sacrifice of thanksgiving to the Lord, you offer it of your own free will. David knew 

how to give thanks in good times and in bad times. Even when God gave him a punishment, he still gave thanks. 
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In 2 Samuel 7, God is so touched by David’s desire to build Him a temple and though He tells David that he can’t build the temple, 

God expresses Himself to the point that David is weakened on his knees and he cannot stand while he is praying, he has to sit 

down. Because of touching God’s heart in his destined assignment as God’s appointed King over the Israelites, God promised David 

that his throne would be established forever. With his voice and lips, that promise launched David into a Psalm of genuine 

thanksgiving to God, to a point where he asks – “is this the manner of man, O Lord God?” 

A look at the psalms of David will tell you how important it is to raise a voice of thanksgiving to the Lord at all times. It is when you 

realize how empty life is without God that you thank Him for air to breath, a twitching muscle, the little toe being pinched by your 

shoe, the rain, the blanket on your bed and 

most of all, that He would entrust you with 

such a crucial assignment. 

As we wind up this chapter, of rebirth into 

your calling, I would like to recommend a 

meditation on the words of David in Psalms 

103. They are the very essence of what 

executing our purpose will do for us. Our 

fulfillment of the given assignment results in 

glorifying God, and us enjoying all His benefits 

I challenge you to show me something other than your calling that will cause you to raise your voice of thanksgiving like David 

- Selah - 

  

A Psalm of David 

Bless the Lord, O my soul; And all that is within me, bless His holy name! Bless the 

Lord, O my soul, And forget not all His benefits; Who forgives all your iniquities, 

Who heals all your diseases, Who redeems your life from destruction, Who crowns 

you with lovingkindness and tender mercies, Who satisfies your mouth with good 

things, So that your youth is renewed like the eagle’s. 
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♣♣♣♣ 

Success in your callingSuccess in your callingSuccess in your callingSuccess in your calling    

always remember the first time I decided to buy a car. It was an exciting time for a 24 year old single girl in a big city, 6 

months into a job with a promising future in an international company. As I searched far and wide for what I could afford to 

buy, one conversation I am sure I did not have with the Toyota Levin I settled for was the following, “my dear owner, now 

that you have bought me, all road trips will be done my way. You will wash me daily, you will not take me to rough roads, when my 

engine is cold, you will not put me on idle run until I get warm…” Clearly, that would have been an interesting conversation but not 

one that would have left me sane. As with all of us, by the time I decided on that car, I had determined what you I wanted to use it 

for. If you want a car for carrying farm produce, you will not shop at a sports car showroom. If you want an earthmover, you will go 

to the respective dealers. 

In the same way, once you accept that you are called for a purpose, you will with humility, face the Lord with only three words, 

“Here I am.” God does not have to explain Himself to you, His vessel. Once you accept the call, you are also accepting all that is 

coming your way. 

Your calling is not your job. Let’s just get that straight up. It is bigger than your job, business or company. Being a CEO is not a 

calling as much being a sweeper is not a calling. Calling is what you do no matter what your financial statements are screaming at 

you. It is what you do even though people are ready to commit you to a mental institution because they can’t understand it. Your 

calling is what looks so scary and illogical before you jump into it and once you are in there you wonder what ever took you so long 

to get started. Calling is what God designed you to accomplish in this sphere of time  before you go back to Him for eternity. 

Our case study friend, Jonah did not fully grasp the intensity of the mission he had accepted more out of ignorance of his role as a 

prophet than anything else. As a result of his ignorance he had to be taken to LOVE 101 class by God Himself. 

There are many ways of analyzing what makes up success in your calling and we cannot exhaustively capture all in this chapter but 

graciously, we will cover seven key pointers. 

I
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The Foundation 

The True Word 

Success is based on being saturated by the 

true word of God. 

Look at the instructions that God gave 

Joshua as he prepared to lead the Israelite 

nation into the Promised Land – Joshua 1:8 

“This Book of the Law shall not depart out of your 

mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, 

that you may observe and do according to all that is 

written in it. For then you shall make your way 

prosperous, and then you shall deal wisely and have 

good success” (Amplified Bible) 

The principle established in this verse is 

very simply put by one of my favorite 

speakers D.P. Mavia – Eat the Book, Get the 

Land. The incorruptible operating system 

and software in your brain should be THE 

TRUE WORD OF GOD. 

Whatever your calling is, as long as you base everything about it on the Word of Truth, you will not go wrong. The Word will 

out information that is not compatible with your present or future. The Word eases the decision making process. The Word is 

alive, has been the same yesterday, today and forever will be. 
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Whatever your calling is, as long as you base everything about it on the Word of Truth, you will not go wrong. The Word will sieve 

h your present or future. The Word eases the decision making process. The Word is 
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Prayer 

Different people define and experience prayer in different ways. The best prayer is the one that gets to the Father, God in heaven -  

and all of them (prayers) do get to Him, as long as they are directed to Him in the name of Jesus and by the enabling of the Holy 

Spirit. 

For me, prayer is about conversing with God characterized by worship, praise and thanks giving. What I like about prayer being a 

conversation is that God speaks back to me. I know you may be asking, “How does He speak?” The answer would result in another 

book but for now, I would recommend authors like Bill Johnson (book entitled, Dreaming with God) and Perry Stone among many 

others. To answer the questions briefly though, I would say that if you read the Word of God, the conversation with God will 

happen as long as you open your heart and inner ears. God’s first language is not English or Japanese or any of our normal 

languages. He speaks in and through everything or anything. For example, let’s go back to Jonah. He pouts and then begins a 

conversation with God in Jonah 4:2-7: 

So he prayed to the Lord, and said, “Ah, Lord, was not this what I said when I was still in my country? Therefore I fled previously to Tarshish; for I know 

that You are a gracious and merciful God, slow to anger and abundant in loving kindness, One who relents from doing harm. Therefore now, O Lord, please 

take my life from me, for it is better for me to die than to live!”Then the Lord said, “Is it right for you to be 

angry?” So Jonah went out of the city and sat on the east side of the city. There he made himself a shelter 

and sat under it in the shade, till he might see what would become of the city.  And the Lord God prepared 

a plant and made it come up over Jonah, that it might be shade for his head to deliver him from his misery. 

So Jonah was very grateful for the plant. But as morning dawned the next day God prepared a worm, and 

it so damaged the plant that it withered. 

At the end of this experience, God’s message to Jonah was communicated by a plant; and 

the message was that the hearts of people are more important to Him (God) and that should be our approach when dealing with 

fellow human beings. 

The hearts of people are 

important to God and that 

should be our approach when 

dealing with fellow human 

beings. 
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Prayer allows you to tap into the mind of God about your calling. He owns you, He knows your calling from beginning to end and I 

believe, there is no better guarantee of success in calling than to know how its author/ designer wants it to work and what effect it 

should have. 

The Structure 

Love 

This is the one element that makes the journey of success worth taking. Yet the word in itself has been so massacred through out 

human history that it seems to have lost its original meaning. Allow me to give you some of the truest definitions of the word love 

that cause it to be a pillar of success in your calling. Please note that these definitions come from the foundation we established 

earlier of the true Word of God. 

1. Love is all that we should be 

Love is patient and kind. Love is not ·jealous [envious], it does not brag, and it is not ·proud [arrogant; conceited; puffed up]. 

Love is not ·rude [disrespectful], is not selfish [self-serving], and does not get upset with others [is not easily 

provoked/angered]. Love does not count up [keep a record of] wrongs that have been done. Love takes no pleasure [does not 

rejoice] in ·evil [wrongdoing; injustice] but rejoices over the truth. Love ·patiently accepts all things [bears all things; or always 

protects], always trusts [believes all things], ·always hopes [hopes all things], and always endures [endures all things]. Love 

never ends [fails; falls short]. There are gifts of prophecy, but they will be ended [cease; pass away]. So these three things 

·continue forever [endure; remain]: faith, hope, and love. And the greatest of these is love. (1 Cor. 13, Expanded Bible) 

2. God is love 

And so we know [have come to know] the love that God has for us, and we trust [believe; rely on] that love. God is love. Those 

who ·live [abide; remain] in love live [abide; remain] in God, and God lives [abides; remains] in them. (1 John 4:16, Expanded 

Bible) 

3. Love makes the sacrifice 

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have 

everlasting life. (John 3:16) 
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4. Love is the greatest command on earth 

Then one of the scribes came, and having heard them reasoning together, perceiving that He had answered them well, asked 

Him, “Which is the first commandment of all?” Jesus answered him, “The first of all the commandments is: ‘Hear, O Israel, the 

Lord our God, the Lord is one. And you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your 

mind, and with all your strength.’ This is the first commandment. And the second, like it, is this: ‘You shall love your 

neighbor as yourself.” There is no other commandment greater than these.” So the scribe said to Him, “Well said, Teacher. You 

have spoken the truth, for there is one God, and there is no other but He. And to love Him with all the heart, with all the 

understanding, with all the soul, and with all the strength, and to love one’s neighbor as oneself, is more than all the 

whole burnt offerings and sacrifices.” (Mark 12:30-32) 

Execution of your calling successfully cannot be done and managed MINUS LOVE. Love allows you to go beyond your own 

selfishness and that of others to get the best that God has deposited in people and in circumstances. 

Wisdom 

The true Word is once again our foundation for the definition of wisdom. In trying to bring it home to relate to calling, I have had 

one of the most revelatory and amazing times of expanding my awareness and understanding of Wisdom; and am not yet there 

either! Trying to explain the inspired words of the wisest man of earth is a great injustice to the true Word but I will share with 

you what the Holy Spirit, the great Counselor has put in my spirit. 

Solomon said in Proverbs 4 (Expanded Bible):  

Wisdom is the most important thing; so get wisdom [The beginning of wisdom is: Get/Acquire wisdom]. If it costs everything you have [Above all your 

acquisitions], get [acquire] understanding. Treasure wisdom [Highly esteem her], and it [or she] will ·make you great [exalt you]; hold on to it [or embrace 

her], and ·it [or she] will bring you honor. It will be like flowers in your hair [She will place on your head a graceful garland;] and like a beautiful crown on 

your head [she will bestow on you a crown of glory].” My child [son], listen and accept what I say [take in my speech]. Then ·you will have a long life [your 

years will be multiplied]. I am guiding [teaching] you in the way of wisdom, and I am leading you on the ·right [or straight] path. Nothing will hold you back 

[When you walk, your step will not be hindered]; you will not be overwhelmed [when you run, you will not stumble]. Always remember what you have been 
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taught [Be determined/resolute in our instruction], and don’t let go of it [slack off]. Keep all that you have learned [Protect it]; it is the most important thing 

in [your] life. 

Later in the same book of Proverbs, the author says that The Fear of the 

Lord is the beginning of wisdom and through wisdom a house is built, by 

understanding it is established and by knowledge the rooms are filled 

with all precious and pleasant riches. (Proverbs 9 and 24) 

So, in our calling, how then can we lack this principle thing called 

wisdom? Your gifting and passion is accentuated by wisdom. A quick 

read through how the artisans of Israel (in Exodus 31) made everything 

the Lord gave instructions for shows that the spirit of wisdom was 

poured out to them. 

For a further understanding of wisdom, I recommend a study of the book 

of Proverbs but as we close this section, see the advice we are given by 

the wisest man on earth as given by God: 

Incline your ear to wisdom, and apply your heart to understanding cry out for 

discernment, and lift up your voice for understanding; understand the fear of the Lord, 

and find the knowledge of God. For the Lord gives wisdom; From His mouth come 

knowledge and understanding; He stores up sound wisdom for the upright. When wisdom enters your heart, and knowledge is pleasant to your soul, 

discretion will preserve you; understanding will keep you, To deliver you from the way of evil, from the man who speaks perverse things (Proverbs 2) 

Knowing that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and that by His wisdom, He laid the foundations of the world, He set 

the sky [heavens] in place, using His ·understanding [competence]. With his knowledge, he made springs flow into rivers [the 

deeps burst open] and the clouds drop rain on the earth (Proverbs 3, Expanded Bible), I would highly recommend seeking His 

wisdom if any measure of success is to be experienced in what He has called you to be. 

I, wisdom, dwell with prudence; those who seek me 
diligently will find me. 

My fruit is better than gold, yes, than fine gold, 
and my revenue than choice silver. 

I traverse the way of righteousness, 
In the midst of the paths of justice, 

That I may cause those who love me to inherit wealth, 
That I may fill their treasuries. 

 The Lord possessed me at the beginning of His way, 
before His works of old. 

I have been established from everlasting, 
from the beginning, before there was ever an earth 

When He marked out the foundations of the 
earth, then I was beside Him as a master craftsman 

(An excerpt of Proverbs 8) 
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Faith 

Some people call it gut feeling, some call it instinct some call it “something that tells them” and others call it the sixth sense. 

The true Word defines it best: “Faith means being sure [the assurance; or the tangible reality; or the sure foundation] of the things we hope 

for and knowing that something is real even if we do not see it [the conviction/assurance/evidence about things not seen]. 

So God tells you to go to some foreign land to open an orphanage and you are not sure of funding because you do not have a single 

donor or any basic knowhow of writing a proposal? Read about Abraham, a man who was told by God to take his family and move 

to a foreign land which God would show Him. The guy was not even told the destination. He was just told, “Up and leave Abram, I 

will guide you. When we get there, I will tell you.” 

Here is another one set to keep you thinking faith is madness – Pretty widow whose husband has just died and all hopes of being 

inherited as a wife by the husband’s brothers are all dashed (because they too are dead) tells her mother in-law “Entreat me not to 

leave you, Or to turn back from following after you; For wherever you go, I will go; And wherever you lodge, I will lodge; Your 

people shall be my people, And your God, my God. Where you die, I will die, And there will I be buried. The Lord do so to me, and 

more also, If anything but death parts you and me.” 

Here is the one that really makes me wonder whether I have given God my all in terms of my calling – Pretty woman in the poorest 

of communities has been working hard and dreaming of using the expensive perfume as that of the Queen. One day, she meets this 

man who people are saying is a nuisance and must be murdered before He turns the city into a rebellion. He claims to be King. He 

has even claimed to be God – That is purely blasphemy! Pretty lass finds out the man purporting to be King is dining with his 

followers in a certain house. She sneaks in carrying a full jar of the perfume she has always saved up for herself, breaks it and begins 

to anoint Him with it. Much to the indignation of one man in the room who declares that the perfume was worth a year’s wages! 

The true Word is full of such fascinating story lines that would be produced as block buster movies. Anyhow, on our subject of 

faith, what strikes me the most is that these guys operated from a point of not knowing (not seeing) what the end result of their 

obedience was, yet they were sure/ certain/ guaranteed that the end they did not know about would be realized in full. What is 

even more fascinating is that they had not yet experienced the reality of the Holy Spirit. 
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How much more, we of the 21st century who have the True Word on the internet, in bookshops, in hotel rooms, as applications on 

our smart phone and tablets and ultra books and iPods? In addition, we are living in the age that was foretold by the prophet Joel 

where the Spirit of the Lord has been poured out to all people, “And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons 

and daughters will prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions. Even on my servants, both men and 

women, I will pour out my Spirit in those days.” 

Where is our faith in fulfilling our calling even when the whole world tells us it is impossible? Are we calling God a liar by not 

exercising our faith? Earlier on I related a story of someone close to me and as her accountability partner I asked her, “If you are 

continuing to hold onto that job that is draining you, and you know in your spirit that it is time to move into the sphere of your 

calling, is your non-movement an indicator of how much faith you have in God about your life and that of your family?” 

Well, am still waiting for an answer as I continue to pray her into her calling and place of destiny. 

Here is another Selah moment for you – Are you walking in faith today? 

Knowledge & Understanding 

Knowing that the acquisition, application and sustenance of knowledge and 

understanding is a spiritual principle is liberating because then it negates the 

issue of being a success because of acquiring high academic credentials (this 

does not imply that the credentials are not necessary because they mean we 

are skilled). Whatever your area of calling may be, you must equip yourself 

with a skills set. You must know what the call is about so that you don’t stumble around wasting precious time and without 

impacting as you were intended to. 

Founded on a text we had encountered earlier, we can confidently attest that knowledge of God leads to understanding of a lot of 

things in our lives. It is therefore critical to be saturated with the principle that 

Choose your accountability partner by Revelation 

for they are set to ask hard questions as they speak 

from a point of Holy Spirit revelation 
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a)  “It takes wisdom to have a good family [By wisdom a house is built], and it takes understanding to make it strong [by 

understanding it is established]. It takes knowledge to fill a home [By knowledge rooms are filled] with rare and beautiful 

treasures (Proverbs 24, Expanded Bible). 

b) Wise people have great power [or are mightier than strong people], and those with knowledge have [or than those with] great 

strength. (Proverbs 24, Expanded Bible). 

In executing your calling, God provides resources immeasurably and He places them within your reach. It is with these resources 

that you establish a foundation for the work you will do for God. The same resources will also ensure that any challenges along the 

way are sufficiently dealt with. 

Every call has a profit to it. Please note the emphasis – PROFIT. Not CURRENCY. PROFIT. Profit is that which is gained when in 

a venture you assess the results against the initial investment and the in between activities. Positive results show good profit that 

can be used to repay the laborer or they can be ploughed back into the venture. For God’s work, both happen. Profit can be 

anything ranging from material gain to spiritual nourishment. Whatever the case may be, we must all enjoy the PROFIT of our 

labor as this is what God has designed for us – WORK then ENJOY. (Ecclesiastes 5) 

I will leave it at this point with two phrases, again from the true Word 

� Understanding is a wellspring of life to him who has it 

� The heart of the prudent acquires knowledge, And the ear of the wise seeks knowledge 
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The Finishing 

The Holy Spirit 

In basic theology, the Holy Spirit is the third person in the trinity as we have God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit. 

A deeper understanding of who He is has been explored by many authors and I will not belabor on the same. In the sphere of 

calling, and living a full life, the Holy Spirit is more than that. He is who was promised when Christ was leaving earth to go back to 

the Father: “But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and bring to your 

remembrance all things that I said to you” (John 14:26) 

Beyond this, the reason I have put the Holy Spirit as being overall to the success of your calling is because of what Christ said was 

His role in our lives (John 16). The Holy Spirit: 

a) ensures we are full of The Spirit of the Lord, the Spirit of wisdom and of understanding, the Spirit of counsel and of might, the 

Spirit of the knowledge and fear of the Lord (Isaiah 11) 

b) is to teach us all things 

c) is to bring remembrance all things that have been said to us 

d) is to guide us in all truth 

e) will not speak on His own authority, but whatever He hears (from Christ Jesus) He will speak 

f) will tell us of things to come 

g) is to convict the world of sin (because they do not believe in Christ); of righteousness, (because Christ is no longer in the world 

physically) of judgment (because the ruler of this world is judged) 

h) will take of what is Christ’s and declare it to us. So what is Christ’s? All things that the Father has are Christ’s. And that is 

what the Holy Spirit will declare to us. 

And right there we got an early Selah moment! 
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Let us engage in a short exercise of deductive reasoning using our friend Jonah. (I would suggest as you read through you 

interchange the name with your own name for it to soak in. 

In the realm of eternity, God designed a purpose called Saving Nineveh 

Saving Nineveh could only happen by the inhabitants hearing the message of repent and be saved. 

God identified His dove (remember chapter 1 about names) to deliver the message 

In coming to earth the dove was named Jonah and it was placed close to Nineveh 

After a period of struggle, Jonah accepted his assignment and went ahead to execute 

The Holy Spirit reminds Jonah the words describing God (You are a gracious and merciful God, slow to anger and abundant in 

lovingkindness, One who relents from doing harm) 

God reveals His nature to Jonah 

Jonah finally grasps the bigger picture and all is well 

Truth be told, if my calling was in business/ the market place/ the corporate world, there is no one I would rather have for a bosom 

friend than the Holy Spirit. If He has exposure to all the information about the present, future, my competitors, my partners, my 

suppliers, my customers, my business… what am I doing not having Him in me as I have the air that I breathe? 

His absence from my calling is suicidal! 

- Selah -    
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♣♣♣♣ 

What then shall we sayWhat then shall we sayWhat then shall we sayWhat then shall we say    

At the end of this Whale Belly Experience, the Holy Spirit is leading me to make a prayer. 

My Father, You have known and set me apart for the nations even before I was knit in my mother’s womb. Apart from You I have no 

good thing. You are the portion of my inheritance and my cup. Indeed the boundary lines have fallen for me in pleasant places. I have 

chosen to set You O Lord always before me; You are at my right hand thus I shall not be moved. You have examined me and know all 

about me. You know when I sit down and when I get up. You know my thoughts before I think them [from afar]. You know where I 

go [my path] and where I lie down. You are familiar with everything I do. Lord, even before I say a word [when no word is on my tongue], 

You already know it [all of it].You hem me in, in front and in back and have put Your hand on me. Now my Father I praise [thank] You 

because You made me in an amazing [awesome] and wonderful way. What You have done is wonderful. I know this very well. 

Father, Jesus prayed for me as one who believes in You. He said that He has given me the glory You gave Him and He also said that we 

are one with You and Him. He also showed that as long as the Father is working, I Your son/ daughter should also be working and 

bearing fruit as a branch in the vine. I continuously remain in You Christ Jesus that I may continuously bear much fruit; may the Father 

prune me that I may be more fruitful with fruit that lasts. I willingly accept the Spirit of God which has been poured out, that He may 

counsel and teach me, that I may bear the fruit of the Spirit which is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 

gentleness, and self-control. 

Holy Spirit, search me and be there any iniquity within me, expunge it. Fill me with the revelation knowledge as given by Christ Jesus 

about my responsibility in the Kingdom of God. My continuous prayer is that the Kingdom of God may be here on earth and I know that 

as a son/ daughter, I have a responsibility on seeing this happen. As You reveal it to me, equip me with the Spirit of wisdom, knowledge 

and understanding that I may glorify the Lord with a fully accomplished assignment. Jesus You have said that if I overcome, You will 

make me pillar in the temple of My God, and I shall go out no more. Here I am to work with you in the Father’s kingdom. May my prayer 

be set before You as incense, The lifting up of my hands as the evening sacrifice. 
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